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Bee Season
The #1 bestselling Magic Tree House series is ready to whisk you away through time with Jack
and Annie--this time to South America! When the magic tree house whisks Jack and Annie to a
mountainside, they are surprised to find farmers nearby. Then they learn that the farmer's baby
llama has been stolen, and Jack and Annie vow to bring the little animal back to its owners. But
the journey is treacherous--they must climb to the peak of Machu Picchu and climb back down
in order to complete this mission. Jack and Annie have been on many dangerous travels, but
can they survive this one? Track the facts with Jack and Annie in the nonfiction companion to
this book: Llamas and the Andes. Did you know that there's a Magic Tree House book for
every kid? Magic Tree House: Perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin
Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader Fact Trackers: Nonfiction
companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures If you're looking for Merlin Mission
#34: Season of the Sandstorms, it was renumbered as part of the rebrand in 2017 as Merlin
Mission #6.

A Stolen Season
For fans of The Chronicles of Narnia comes the first book in the Wildwood Chronicles, the New
York Times bestselling fantasy adventure series by Colin Meloy, lead singer of the
Decemberists, and Carson Ellis, acclaimed illustrator of The Mysterious Benedict Society. In
Wildwood, Prue and her friend Curtis uncover a secret world in the midst of violent upheaval—a
world full of warring creatures, peaceable mystics, and powerful figures with the darkest
intentions. And what begins as a rescue mission becomes something much greater as the two
friends find themselves entwined in a struggle for the very freedom of this wilderness. A
wilderness the locals call Wildwood. Wildwood captivates readers with the wonder and thrill of
a secret world within the landscape of a modern city. It feels at once firmly steeped in the
classics of children's literature and completely fresh at the same time. The story is told from
multiple points of view, and the book features more than eighty illustrations, including six fullcolor plates, making this an absolutely gorgeous object. Supports the Common Core State
Standards

The Island in the Mind
Nancy, Bess, and George race to catch an international jewel thief in this eighteenth book of
the Nancy Drew Diaries, a fresh approach to the classic mystery series. Nancy is helping out
her Dad’s friend, Louise Alain, and her dog, Marge, at an upcoming dog show in Montreal.
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Marge is a professional and needs someone she can trust to handle her at the biggest show of
the season. Nancy is happy to oblige, especially since Louise invited Bess and George as well!
Of course, the three friends are investigating a crime within hours of their arrival. One of the
show dogs was drugged and a giant wad of gum was matted into its hair. Louise asks Nancy to
investigate and gives her a useful tip: look at the dogs—their temperaments and styles are often
a good window into the hearts and minds of their owners. But instead of solving a case of
competitor sabotage, Nancy discovers jewel thieves have been using the dog show circuit as a
smuggling operation. The thieves are not comfortable with the teenage sleuth who’s asking too
many questions. And when they make some serious threats, Nancy, Bess, and George quickly
find themselves in dangerous territory. Can Nancy discover the thieves’ identity and take home
the trophy? Or is this one case where the bite is worse than the bark?

Dead Man Running
Archaeologist Sarah Baxter just broke one of the biggest rules of time travel: leaving a piece of
21st century equipment in 19th century Regency England. Unfortunately, when she goes back
to retrieve it, she makes an even bigger mess of things-resulting in the death of an English
Earl. Now his brother is not only out for revenge, but he also has Sarah's device. Which means
an entirely different approach is needed. It doesn't occur to the new Earl of Earnston that his
charming acquaintance is responsible for his brother's death. He is merely swept away by a
passion that threatens his very reputation. Yet he gets the distinct impression that Miss Baxter
is hiding something from him. Now Sarah must find a way to steal back her device, hide the
truth about the earl's brother and-most importantly- not fall in love

Winter of the Wolf Moon
Before the tragic event that made him seek refuge in a remote corner of Michigan's Upper
Peninsula, Alex McKnight was a Detroit police officer. It's a warm summer night, and Alex is
out riding the night shift with his partner Franklin. There's no shortage of trouble to be found on
the dark streets of Motown. But on this particular night, Franklin has his own agenda. From
Edgar Award-Winning Author Steve Hamilton, Beneath the Book Tower is the first ever short
story featuring Alex McKnight, showing a different side of the man readers have come to love.

Daughters of the Gods
"A pennant-winning look at baseball at its purest." —Atlanta Journal & Constitution On the field
with baseball classics like Men at Work and The Boys of Summer, David Lamb travels the
backroads of America to draw a stirring portrait of minor league baseball that will enchant
every fan who has ever sat in the bleachers and waited for the crack of the bat. A sixteenthousand mile journey across America…. A travelogue of minor league teams and the towns
that support them… A chronicle of hopes and dreams… Correspondent David Lamb embarks on
a trek that captures the triumphs and defeats as thousands of players do all they can to reach
the big leagues. In watching the games and riding the roads, Lamb also discovers a nation that
breathes baseball, and towns that wrap their own dreams around their teams. Stolen Season is
full of unforgettable characters, none more so than Lamb himself, a journalist who has written
about and lived baseball his entire life, telling tales with humor and with warmth of a sport that
reveals as much about Americans as it does about long summer days and nine glorious
innings. "Part love letter, part snapshot, part history, and all-Americanthis book should be read
by anyone who has yet to savor the sounds and delights of a minor-league baseball game."
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—New York Times Book Review "Thoroughly engaging." —Sporting News "An absorbing,
delightful chronicleat once nostaglic, sharp-eyed, and beautifully crafted." —San Francisco
Chronicle

A Stolen Life
BanishedGuardianFallen

The Stolen Show
Eliza Naumann, a seemingly unremarkable nine-year-old, expects never to fit into her gifted
family: her autodidact father, Saul, absorbed in his study of Jewish mysticism; her brother,
Aaron, the vessel of his father's spiritual ambitions; and her brilliant but distant lawyer-mom,
Miriam. But when Eliza sweeps her school and district spelling bees in quick succession, Saul
takes it as a sign that she is destined for greatness. In this altered reality, Saul inducts her into
his hallowed study and lavishes upon her the attention previously reserved for Aaron, who in
his displacement embarks upon a lone quest for spiritual fulfillment. When Miriam's secret life
triggers a familial explosion, it is Eliza who must order the chaos. Myla Goldberg's keen eye for
detail brings Eliza's journey to three-dimensional life. As she rises from classroom obscurity to
the blinding lights and outsized expectations of the National Bee, Eliza's small pains and large
joys are finely wrought and deeply felt. Not merely a coming-of-age story, Goldberg's first novel
delicately examines the unraveling fabric of one family. The outcome of this tale is as startling
and unconventional as her prose, which wields its metaphors sharply and rings with maturity.
The work of a lyrical and gifted storyteller, Bee Season marks the arrival of an extraordinarily
talented new writer. From the Trade Paperback edition.

The Way Back
Before Blood is the Sky, the Alex McKnight series had already hit bestseller lists and won
awards, but this novel took it to a whole new level. Set in the forests of northern Ontario, a land
of savage beauty and sudden danger, Blood Is the Sky shows why Steve Hamilton is one of
the most acclaimed crime novelists writing today. Alex McKnight isn't a man with many friends,
but the few he has know they're never alone in a fix. So when Vinnie LeBlanc asks for his help
in taking a trip deep into Canada in search of his missing brother, he knows he can count on
Alex. His brother had taken a job as a hunting guide for a rough crew of Detroit "businessmen."
The group was due back days ago, yet there's been no sign of them, and there's mounting
evidence of something odd about their disappearing act. The trackless forests of northern
Ontario keep many secrets, but none more shocking than the one that Alex is about to
uncover. And the more closely Alex looks for answers, the more questions there become.

Ice Run
Through the lives of three individuals, the island of the mind plunges the reader into a world of
court intrigue, and religious upheavals, bloodshed and sexual politics, empire, voyages, exotic
discoveries and the new art form of the time - opera.

Late Lunch with Llamas
A picturesque Maine beach town is the setting for Holly Chamberlin’s touching and thoughtPage 3/11
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provoking novel, as a mother struggles to reconnect with her long lost daughter . . . Every year
on March 26th, Verity Peterson visits Ogunquit Beach, where she puts a handwritten message
into a bottle and launches it into the waves. It’s a ritual of remembrance for the daughter she
hasn’t seen in sixteen years—not since her baby’s father, Alan, took two-month-old Gemma
and disappeared. Verity keeps searching and hoping, sustained by the thought that someday
she might get to be a mother to her own child. And finally, one phone call may change
everything . . . Verity learns that Alan is now in jail on abduction charges—and Marni Armstrong,
born Gemma Peterson-Burns, is coming to live with Verity in Yorktide, Maine. But this isn’t the
joyful reunion Verity imagined. Gemma has been raised to believe Verity was an unfit mother
who left Alan no choice but to take her out of harm’s way. Over the course of one summer,
Verity tries to reach a tough, wary young woman who’s more stranger than daughter. And
Gemma must reexamine everything she thought about her parents—and decide whether to trust
in a relationship that, though delicate as a seashell on the surface, could prove to be just as
beautiful and resilient.

The Bandit
A fireman in charge of burning books meets a revolutionary school teacher who dares to read.
Depicts a future world in which all printed reading material is burned.

Die a Stranger
New York juvenile probation officer Joe Trumbull matches wits with a deadly unknown
adversary responsible for the deaths of his fiancee and other women with whom he has been
involved, as he takes on an enemy intent on destroying him.

Beneath the Book Tower
Raised in the sweltering savannas of Zimbabwe, Thando leads a typical life for a middle-class
African girl. She attends school and church. She loves American television shows and
American music. Thando lives in a happy household with a wonderful family, and has never
wanted for love. But Thando holds a dark secret in her heart. For most of her life, God has
hidden away these memories, locked them inside her until the day she was strong enough to
bear them again A true story of loss and hardship, of hope and rebirth. After years of abuse at
the hands of men she should have been able to trust, Thando uses her bleak history to bring
hope and healing to others.

A Stolen Season
When first published, A Cold Day in Paradise won both the Edgar and Shamus awards for Best
First Novel, launching Steve Hamilton into the top ranks of today's crime writers. Now, see for
yourself why this extraordinary novel has galvanized the literary and mystery community as no
other book before it. Other than the bullet lodged near his heart, former Detroit cop Alex
McKnight thought he had put the nightmare of his partner's death and his own near-fatal injury
behind him. After all, the man convicted of the crimes has been locked away for years. But in
the small town of Paradise, Michigan, where McKnight has traded his badge for a cabin in the
woods, a murderer with the same unmistakable trademarks appears to be back. McKnight
can't understand who else would know the intimate details of the old murders. And it seems
like it'll be a frozen day in Hell before McKnight can unravel truth from deception in a town
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that's anything but Paradise.

Fahrenheit 451
In this reissue of the environmental classic The Burning Season, with a new introduction by the
author, Andrew Revkin artfully interweaves the moving story of Chico Mendes's struggle with
the broader natural and human history of the world's largest tropical rain forest. "It became
clear," writes Revkin, acclaimed science reporter for The New York Times, "that the murder
was a microcosm of the larger crime: the unbridled destruction of the last great reservoir of
biological diversity on Earth." In his life and untimely death, Mendes forever altered the course
of development in the Amazon, and he has since become a model for environmental
campaigners everywhere.

How the Grinch Stole Christmas! Read & Listen Edition
A local exorcist has passed away, leaving behind a study packed with a lifetime of important
yokai research. But his family are normal and don’t know where he’s hidden his workroom.
Now all the exorcists in the area are on the hunt for the mysterious library. But Natsume can’t
decide what is more dangerous—letting the other exorcists find the collection, or discovering it
himself! -- VIZ Media

Seashell Season
Alex McKnight--hero of Steve Hamilton's bestselling, award-winning, and beloved private eye
series--is back in a high-stakes, nail-biting thriller, facing the most dangerous enemy he's ever
encountered. On the Mediterranean Sea, a vacationer logs on to the security-camera feed
from his home in Scottsdale, Arizona. Something about his living room seems not quite
right--the room is bright, when he's certain he'd left the curtains closed. Rewinding through the
feed, he sees an intruder. When he shifts to the bedroom camera, he sees the dead body.
Martin T. Livermore is the key suspect in the abduction and murder of at least five women, but
he's never been this sloppy before. When the FBI finally catches him in Scottsdale, he declares
he'll only talk to one person: a retired police officer from Detroit, now a private investigator
living in the tiny town of Paradise, Michigan. A man named Alex McKnight. Livermore means
nothing to McKnight, but it soon becomes clear McKnight means something to Livermoreand
that Livermore's capture was only the beginning of an elaborate, twisted plot with McKnight at
the center. In a hunt that will take him across the country and to the edge of his limits,
McKnight fights to stop a vicious killer before he can exact his ultimate revenge. And his grand
finale will cut closer to home than he ever could have imagined.

The Season
The extraordinary life and crimes of heiress-turned-revolutionary Rose Dugdale, who in 1974
became the only woman to pull off a major art heist. In the world of crime, there exists an
unusual commonality between those who steal art and those who repeatedly kill: they are
almost exclusively male. But, as with all things, there is always an outlier—someone who bucks
the trend, defying the reliable profiles and leaving investigators and researchers scratching
their heads. In the history of major art heists, that outlier is Rose Dugdale. Dugdale’s life is
singularly notorious. Born into extreme wealth, she abandoned her life as an Oxford-trained
PhD and heiress to join the cause of Irish Republicanism. While on the surface she appears to
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be the British version of Patricia Hearst, she is anything but. Dugdale ran head-first towards
the action, spearheading the first aerial terrorist attack in British history and pulling off the
biggest art theft of her time. In 1974, she led a gang into the opulent Russborough House in
Ireland and made off with millions in prized paintings, including works by Goya, Gainsborough,
and Rubens, as well as Lady Writing a Letter with her Maid by the mysterious master
Johannes Vermeer. Dugdale thus became—to this day—the only woman to pull off a major art
heist. And as Anthony Amore explores in The Woman Who Stole Vermeer, it’s likely that this
was not her only such heist. The Woman Who Stole Vermeer is Rose Dugdale’s story, from
her idyllic upbringing in Devonshire and her presentation to Elizabeth II as a debutante to her
university years and her eventual radical lifestyle. Her life of crime and activism is at turns
unbelievable and awe-inspiring, and sure to engross readers.

Wildwood
Hearing his dead ex-girlfriend’s voice in an empty room is enough to make a man question his
sanity. Worse is when that ex insists she shouldn't have died. Broken cop Jake Carrigan has
no interest in delving into a past full of heartache and regrets. But he can’t deny she still
matters, even if she’s simply a voice in his head. Hannah Dixon is having a hard time believing
she’s dead. How can she be when she feels so much inside? She can see Jake, can talk to
him, but she can’t touch him. And right now, touching Jake is all she wants. Jake’s probe into
Hannah’s death stirs up a sinister psychic link, something dark that will stop at nothing to keep
its secrets. To protect her own heart, Hannah left Jake once. Can she leave him again to
protect his life?

Closed for the Season
On a frozen January night, a young man hangs himself in a lonely corner of the Upper
Peninsula, in a place they call Misery Bay. Alex McKnight does not know this young man, and
he won't even hear about the suicide until two months later, when the last person Alex would
ever expect comes to him for help. What seems like a simple quest to find a few answers will
turn into a nightmare of sudden violence and bloody revenge, and a race against time to catch
a ruthless and methodical killer. McKnight knows all about evil. Mobsters, drug dealers, hit
men—he's seen them all, and they've taken away almost everything he's ever loved. But none
of them could have ever prepared him for the darkness he's about to face. A New York Times
bestseller, Michigan Notable Book, and Boston Globe Best Crime Book of the Year, Steve
Hamilton's Misery Bay marks the return of one of crime fiction's most critically acclaimed
series.

Misery Bay
Receiving a prophetic warning just before war is declared between two rivaling empires, young
Abivard watches his father and king fall in battle and a greedy bureaucrat capture the crown.
Original.

The Hidden Pain
Steve Hamilton's novels starring ex-cop and sometime-P.I. Alex McKnight have won multiple
awards and appeared on bestseller lists nationwide. And when you start reading Winter of the
Wolf Moon, you will instantly understand why. . . When a young woman from the Ojibwa tribe
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asks McKnight for shelter from her violent boyfriend, McKnight agrees. But after letting her stay
in one of his cabins, he finds her gone the next morning. His search for her brings on a host of
suspects, bruising encounters, and a thickening web of crime, all obscured by the relentless
whiplash of brutal snowstorms. From the secret world of the Ojibwa reservation to the
Canadian border and deep into the silent woods, someone is out to kill—and McKnight is
heading right into the line of fire.

Night Work
Salon founder David Talbot chronicles the cultural history of San Francisco and from the late
1960s to the early 1980s when figures such as Harvey Milk, Janis Joplin, Jim Jones, and Bill
Walsh helped usher from backwater city to thriving metropolis.

The Stolen Throne
A contemporary thriller by the bestselling author of The Old Willis Place. Two 13-year-old boys,
Arthur and Logan, set out to solve the mystery of a murder that took place some years ago in
the old house Logan's family has just moved into. The boys' quest takes them to the highest
and lowest levels of society in their small Maryland town, and eventually to a derelict
amusement park that is supposedly closed for the season.

Stolen Season
The brilliant new thriller from the author of the EDGAR AWARD-winning THE LOCK ARTIST.
Half a lifetime ago, Alex McKnight was a young cop in Detroit. Now he's an occasional private
eye up in Paradise, Michigan, and trying hard to put the past behind him. Then he gets the call
that every cop dreads: a killer he helped put behind bars is getting released, and he might just
have payback on his mind. Suddenly the years fall away, and in his mind Alex is back in that
hot summer in Detroit, hunting the brutal murderer of a young woman. The problem is,
something about the case no longer makes sense, and Alex feels compelled to retrace the
steps that led to the arrest and conviction of Darryl King. But it's not just the case that looks
different: returning to Detroit, Alex finds a city that is almost unrecognizable from the one he
left, a city that is quite literally dying on its feet, where crime and decay hold sway, and law and
order are in retreat. And as Alex searches for the truth among the shadows of the past, he
discovers a story more shocking than the one he thought he knew and a danger more
threatening than an ex-con looking for revenge.

Stolen Away
Edgar Award–winner Steve Hamilton takes his acclaimed series to new heights in A Stolen
Season. If you thought you knew Alex McKnight and how far he'll go for the people he cares
about . . . think again. On a freezing night in Michigan's Upper Peninsula, a night that wouldn't
feel so unusual if it weren't the Fourth of July, a boat plows full speed into a line of old railroad
pilings in the shallow water of Waishkey Bay. After Alex helps rescue the passengers, he
figures he'll never see them again. He couldn't be more wrong. The men he saved are
connected to a deadly drug-smuggling syndicate and it's up to Alex to do damage control—and
protect the woman he loves—before the cycle of violence comes around full circle.

Let It Burn
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A missing legacy, a stolen son, and one dangerous secret changed everything for them SHE
STOLE MY PROPERTY I'll never forget the night I caught her sneaking around my place. She
thought she could steal from me and get away with it, but I have no intention of letting her get
away at all. Mian Ross has a lesson to learn, and I'm going to be the one to teach it to her. HE
STOLE MY SON I'll never forget the night I made the second biggest mistake of my life. It was
supposed to be a simple job, but it quickly became so much more--one that cost my freedom
and cost my son. Angel Knight became my worst nightmare and now, he'll never let us go.

A Cold Day in Paradise
A historical fantasy that follows Eastern European teens Yehuda and Bluma on a journey
through the Far Country, the Jewish land of the dead.

The Burning Season
A raw and powerful memoir of Jaycee Lee Dugard's own story of being kidnapped as an
11-year-old and held captive for over 18 years On 10 June 1991, eleven-year-old Jaycee
Dugard was abducted from a school bus stop within sight of her home in Tahoe, California. It
was the last her family and friends saw of her for over eighteen years. On 26 August 2009,
Dugard, her daughters, and Phillip Craig Garrido appeared in the office of her kidnapper's
parole officer in California. Their unusual behaviour sparked an investigation that led to the
positive identification of Jaycee Lee Dugard, living in a tent behind Garrido's home. During her
time in captivity, at the age of fourteen and seventeen, she gave birth to two daughters, both
fathered by Garrido. Dugard's memoir is written by the 30-year-old herself and covers the
period from the time of her abduction in 1991 up until the present. In her stark, utterly honest
and unflinching narrative, Jaycee opens up about what she experienced, including how she
feels now, a year after being found. Garrido and his wife Nancy have since pleaded guilty to
their crimes.

Natsume's Book of Friends
Meet Grady Service: former Marine, now conservation officer, and the greatest fear of any
errant hunter. In Ice Hunter—the first in the Woods Cop Mystery series set in Michigan’s Upper
Peninsula and celebrated for its intricate plots and unforgettable characters—Service must call
upon his every reserve to track, stalk, and capture the ice hunter.

Mystery of the Stolen Snowboard
"I was the Miracle Boy, once upon a time. Later on, the Milford Mute. The Golden Boy. The
Young Ghost. The Kid. The Boxman. The Lock Artist. That was all me. But you can call me
Mike." Marked by tragedy, traumatized at the age of eight, Michael, now eighteen, is no
ordinary young man. Besides not uttering a single word in ten years, he discovers the one
thing he can somehow do better than anyone else. Whether it's a locked door without a key, a
padlock with no combination, or even an eight-hundred pound safe he can open them all. It's
an unforgivable talent. A talent that will make young Michael a hot commodity with the wrong
people and, whether he likes it or not, push him ever close to a life of crime. Until he finally
sees his chance to escape, and with one desperate gamble risks everything to come back
home to the only person he ever loved, and to unlock the secret that has kept him silent for so
long. Steve Hamilton steps away from his Edgar Award-winning Alex McKnight series to
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introduce a unique new character, unlike anyone you've ever seen in the world of crime fiction.
The Lock Artist is the winner of the 2011 Edgar Award for Best Novel.

Stolen Spirit (PSI Sentinels: Book One, Guardians of the Psychic Realm)
Cheyenne, a blind sixteen year-old, is kidnapped and held for ransom; she must outwit her
captors to get out alive. Sixteen year-old Cheyenne Wilder is sleeping in the back of a car
while her mom fills her prescription at the pharmacy. Before Cheyenne realizes what's
happening, their car is being stolen--with her inside! Griffin hadn't meant to kidnap Cheyenne,
all he needed to do was steal a car for the others. But once Griffin's dad finds out that
Cheyenne's father is the president of a powerful corporation, everything changes—now there's a
reason to keep her. What Griffin doesn't know is that Cheyenne is not only sick with
pneumonia, she is blind. How will Cheyenne survive this nightmare, and if she does, at what
price? Prepare yourself for a fast-paced and hard-edged thriller full of nail-biting suspense.
This title has Common Core connections.

Girl, Stolen
New York Times Bestselling Author of Die a Stranger Edgar Award–winner Steve Hamilton
introduced one of the most compelling characters in modern fiction with Alex McKnight. In Ice
Run, Alex finds himself in the middle of a very strange mystery with much greater
consequences than he ever anticipated. . . . Alex McKnight is happier than he can remember
being in a long time. And it's all because of a woman—Natalie Reynaud, a Canadian police
officer. When they take a romantic weekend together at an old luxury hotel, however, they
receive an unexpected message—someone has left a hat filled with snow, and a note that
reads, "I know who you are." As Alex searches for an explanation, he must face up against a
terrible Reynaud family secret, a secret that to this day still drives men to kill.

The Woman Who Stole Vermeer
Lady Alexandra Stafford shows no interest in the pleasures enjoyed by Regency London
society, preferring to seek adventure as she helps the devilishly handsome Gavin investigate
the murder of his father, the Earl of Blackmoor.

Season of the Witch
“Every Who down in Who-ville liked Christmas a lot . . . but the Grinch, who lived just north of
Who-ville, did NOT!” Not since “’Twas the night before Christmas” has the beginning of a
Christmas tale been so instantly recognizable. No holiday season is complete without the
Grinch, Max, Cindy-Lou, and all the residents of Who-ville, in this heartwarming story about the
effects of the Christmas spirit on even the smallest and coldest of hearts. Like mistletoe, candy
canes, and caroling, the Grinch is a mainstay of the holidays, and his story is the perfect gift for
young and old. This Read & Listen edition contains audio narration.

Blood is the Sky
The winter sports season is here, and the Aldens are excited about all the snow
activities—especially snowboarding! But soon they find themselves in the middle of a mystery
surrounding a star athlete and a stolen snowboard!
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The Lock Artist
The New York Times Bestseller Late one night, a plane lands on a deserted airstrip. Five dead
bodies are found there the next morning. And now Vinnie LeBlanc is missing. Vinnie is a
member of the Ojibwa Indian tribe and he just might be Alex McKnight's best friend. So Alex
can't help but be worried when he disappears. There's a deadly crime war creeping into
Michigan's Upper Peninsula, and Alex never would have thought that his friend could be
involved. But after an unexpected stranger arrives in town, Alex will soon find out that the
stakes are higher than he ever could have imagined. The latest in Steve Hamilton's Edgar
Award–winning series, Die a Stranger just might be his boldest book yet.

North of Nowhere
When a cute guy dressed like a Victorian pirate kneels in front of Eloise the day after her
seventeenth birthday, she knows that something strange is going on-and that's before he vows
to be her champion and mentions her flaky aunt, Antonia, who's gone incommunicado once
again. But this appearance isn't a coincidence, and when Eloise is attacked and pushed into an
alternate world called Faery, she becomes embroiled in the underground politics of this world.
Her captor is Lord Strahan, the ruler of Faery who is desperately clinging to his throne and will
do anything to keep it. The only one who can break his power is his wife, Eloise's aunt Antoniaand Eloise has become his bargaining chip. Now Eloise must find a way to save her aunt from
Lord Strahan, and she'll need the help of her best friends Jo and Devin, along with the other
Fae captives of Strahan's hall, including his son, Eldric. With a whole world of Faeries out to
get her, Eloise must stop Strahan both worlds are thrust into complete chaos.

Ice Hunter
"I really like his main character, Alex McKnight, and I'm ready to revisit Paradise,
Michigan."—James Patterson New York Times Bestselling Author of Die a Stranger Steve
Hamilton's novels have won the mystery world's most prestigious awards. Now, in North of
Nowhere, he returns to Michigan's Upper Peninsula, where former Detroit cop Alex McKnight
has learned that wherever money goes, envy isn't far behind. After a game of cards turns into a
professional heist, Alex McKnight finds himself lying facedown on the floor with a gun to the
back of his head. When the dust settles, McKnight is one of the police chief's lead suspects.
Worse, one of the other card players has the same idea, and he has no qualms about
exercising some vigilante justice of his own. Now, Alex knows he is the only one who can
uncover the truth. But he's about to discover how dark this conspiracy truly is—or how close to
guilt he actually stands. . . .
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